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Supplementary Figure S2 : Overall functional connectivity ranking of each fROI. For each subject the overall functional connectivity strength of each fROI is computed as the sum of all the functional links which, from that fROI, connect to all other fROIs in the common network. For each subjects, fROIs are ranked according to this functional strength. fROIs in the first row at the top are the strongest connected, those at the bottom the least connected. The preMA, in 95% of the cases, is either the most connected or the second most connected area. Differently, WA is either the least connected or the second least connected area in 95% of the cases. Supplementary Table S3 . Inset: same distribution plotted in a log-log scale, data aligns on a straight line which indicates a power-law behaviour for such distribution (R 2 = 0.85). The histogram shows all of the normalized link weights for all links in all of the functional networks for all subjects. Each of the link weights in the functional network of a subject is normalized by dividing by the largest value in the individual functional network. This means that there will be a multiplicity of 20 occurrences of a link weight of 1, that is artificial. So we removed that effect. If we hadn't normalized, the peak at unity we would expect to be more spread out over the last few bins is the point.
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Supplementary Figure S4 : k-shell occupancy for the null model. In order to check whether our results on the maximum k-shell are due to a random effect we compare the results of Fig. 5 discussed in k-core results section with a null model. We generate the null model by shuffling the voxel assignation to fROI in each individual network. The wiring of the network does not change, yet, the fROI label of each module is randomly reassigned. We observe that the relative occupancy of each fROI in the maximum k-shell of the random case is different from the relative occupancy of each fROI in the real model (Fig. 5) , so we conclude that our results are not due to a random effect. 
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